Casing Integrity Testing
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Casing integrity testing involves the testing of an entire borehole via a single packer or via a
straddle packer system allowing the testing of specially selected zones. Both methods
provide reliable results with the use of each system dependanvon the situation. The
reliability of casing is extremely important for many reasons including support for the
drilled hole, prevents fluid lossitto-or contamination of product
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human error or unforeseen circ is ces. PVC must be i stalle correctly to retain its
integrity, this creates a problem wher d lers are under stric ime nstraints to finish a
boreh 1 tommort_problems with PVC in allation are related to ,.th joins whereby a thread
o-ring are used to seal, the o-ring may b forgotten or the thred iss-aligned. Also
sealing problems occur in socket and glue joi s where bad glue has een used or seating
issues between the casing.
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